41st Annual Conference - 2020 Vision:
Remember the Past. Experience the Present.
Focus on the Future.
Extra Mile Award Nominees
Jon Cuthbertson, Montana Environmental Lab
Jon is the owner of Montana Environmental Lab, LLC in Kalispell, MT. But Jon is
more than just the owner: he is a scientist, a technician, a teacher, a presenter,
and a friend to water and wastewater system owners. Over the past few years,
Jon has been invaluable as a resource to the training program at MRWS. He is
eager to share his knowledge through workshops every year and encourages folks
he encounters to take advantage of what MRWS has to offer in the way of
technical assistance and training. Jon has volunteered when last minute
cancellations at conference have occurred and has always been positive and
encouraging to the MRWS training programs.
Denny Setzer, Hymax
Denny is with Hymax by Krausz USA as a Regional Manager for six northwestern
states, Western Canada, Guam and Saipan representing steel, ductile iron and
stainless-steel couplings. Denny has been an advocate of MRWS for many years
and recently has been invaluable to the training program. He has helped develop
some new workshops and has presented at them with an enthusiasm that is
catching! Denny is easy to work with and always has a positive word for MRWS.
Kitrina Wilkins, Marcom Labs
Kitrina is an analytical chemist at MarCom Lab, LLC in Butte, MT. Ever since the
day MRWS approached Kitrina at the 2017 MRWS Conference about doing some
workshops, she has been a great asset. The last couple of years she has worked
with MRWS to provide quality training in an informative and enthusiastic manner.
Even when she was not available to do some training, she provided another
chemist from MarCom Lab to fill in. Kitrina and MarCom Lab have been fully
supportive of MRWS and what we do since they became Associate Members.

